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Coupled ion acceleration and Alfvén wave excitation at an expanding coronal shock
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Abstract: Selfconsistent quasilinear theory for the formation of a gradual event consisting of solar energetic particles
(SEPs) accelerated at an expanding coronal shock driven by coronal mass ejection is presented. The time-dependent ion
transport equation and a wave kinetic equation are solved numerically in a spherical geometry. It is shown that the most
high energy ions are produced at a distances of less than 4 solar radii above the photosphere. Soon after their acceleration
the most energetic ions escape into the undisturbed interplanetary medium. These escaped particles are observed at the
Earth’s orbit as a SEPs. It is shown that the model reproduces the observed features of gradual SEP events.
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1 Introduction

There is now a general understanding that the largest and
most energetic of the solar energetic particle (SEP) events
are associated with shock waves driven out from the Sun by
coronal mass ejections (CMEs) (e.g. [1]). These large so
called gradual SEP-events essentially differ from more nu-
merous events from impulsive flares [2], which are not con-
sidered here. SEP in gradual events have, on average, the
same elemental abundances and ionization states as those
in the solar corona plasma. Therefore it is natural to sug-
gest that SEP spectra are originated due to the diffusive
shock acceleration during the shock propagation through
the corona.
First considerations [3, 4] demonstrated that diffusive
shock acceleration is able to generate SEP population with
power law spectra up to the maximum energies εmax ∼
0.1 ÷ 1 GeV consistent with observations. Despite of nu-
merous studies the comprehensive model of SEP forma-
tion which includes the most relevant physical factors does
not exist. In particular the range of heliocentric distances
where the most efficient SEP generation takes place is still
under the debates.
We present here the model for the SEP production which
includes: i) realistic set of corona parameters; ii) consisten-
t description of temporal evolution of SEP spectra formed
during the shock propagation through the corona; iii) shock
geometry and adiabatic cooling which determine the upper
SEP energy. Compared with our previous study [5] we in-
clude the Alfvén wave excitation by accelerating particles.
We does not consider here SEP elemental abundance and
restrict our consideration by protons and α-particles which
is the dominant kinds of ions in the corona.

2 Model

Quasilinear model which we use here was described in de-
tail for the case of the Earth’s bow shock [6]. The front of
the shock, driven out from the Sun by CMEs, is considered
as a part of the sphere of radius Rs which increases in time
with the speed Vs = dRs/dt. We assume that the magnetic
field B and the solar wind speed w are of the radial direc-
tion. Since the transverse size of the acceleration region
is large enough and fast particles are strongly magnetized,
the spherical approximation is applicable. In this case the
diffusive transport equation for the particle (proton) distri-
bution function f(r, p, t) has a form
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where κ is the radial (parallel) diffusion coefficient, p is the
particle momentum, r is heliocentric distance, w′ = w−cc
is the scattering centers speed, cc is their speed relative
to the solar wind. In the downstream region the propaga-
tion directions of the scattering waves are assumed to be
isotropized and w′ = w.
We neglect the shock modification by the pressure of ac-
celerated particles, because it is essentially smaller than
the ram pressure. Therefore the shock front is treated as
discontinuity at which the medium speed relative to the
shock front u = Vs − w undergo a jump from the val-
ue u1 at r = Rs + 0 to u2 = u1/σ at r = Rs − 0,
where σ = 4/(1 + 3/M2) is the shock compression ratio,
M = u1/cs1 is the Mach number, cs is the sound speed.
The phenomenological source term in the transport equa-
tion

Q =
[
u1Ninj/(4πp

2
inj)

]
δ(p− pinj)δ(r −Rs)
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Figure 1: Solar wind (w), Alfvén wave (cA) and shock (Vs)
speeds as a function of heliocentric distance r = Rs.

describes the injection of some part η = Ninj/Ng1 of the
gas particles Ng1 into the acceleration process; pinj =
λmcs2 is the momentum of injected particles. Typical val-
ues of the injection parameters λ = 4 and η = 10−3 are
adopted here.
We assume that the acceleration process starts at some dis-
tance r0, which was taken r0 = 1.1R�, where R� is the
solar radius. We assume high level of turbulence behind
the shock, that provides negligible particle diffusion in the
downstream region.
Particle parallel diffusion coefficient is determined by the
expression

κ =
v2B2

32π2ωBEw

(
k = ρ−1

B

) ,

where ρB = v/ωB is gyroradius; ωB = eB/mc is the
gyrofrequency; m , e and v are mass, charge and speed of
proton; c is the speed of light;

Ew(k) = d(δB2/8π)/d ln k

is magnetic energy density of Alfvén waves per logarithm
of the wave number k. The background spectrum of Alfvén
waves in the solar wind,

Ew0(r, k) = Ew(r, k, t = 0)

is a mixture Ew = E+
w + E−w of waves propagating away

from and toward the Sun relative to the solar wind with
energy densities E+

w and E−w respectively. We adopt here
the ratio E−w0/E

+
w0 = 3/7.

Background Alfvén wave spectrum Ew0 can be derived
from the fact that the energy flux of Alfvén waves Fw =
W (3w/2 − cA) is considered to be the main source of so-
lar wind energy. Here W =

∫
dνEw0(ν) is the overall

magnetic wave energy density. Following [9] we assume
that at the corona base wave power spectrum has a for-
m Ew0(ν) ∝ ν−1 at 10−3 < ν < 5 × 10−2 Hz. At

ν > 5× 10−2 Hz we suggest Ew0(ν) ∝ ν−5/3. Adopting
conventional value Fw ≈ 106 erg cm−2 s−1, we have

Ew0(r = r0, ν = 5× 10−2Hz) = 0.26 G2/Hz.

According to the direct measurements [10]

Ew0(r = 1 AU, ν = 5× 10−2Hz) = 2× 10−11 G2/Hz.

Therefore we adopt the background wave spectrum at the
relevant frequencies ν > 5× 10−2 Hz in the form

Ew0 = E0(k/k0)
−β(r/R�)

−δ,

with β = 2/3 and δ = 4.3.
The wave spectrum Ew0 is modified near the shock due to
the Alfvén waves generation and absorption by accelerat-
ed particles and due to their damping on thermal protons
according to the wave transport equation

∂E±w
∂t

− u±
∂E±w
∂r

= ∓ΓE±w − L .

The growth (damping) rate of the waves propagating along
(opposite) the radial direction is defined as [11]
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with vmin = max (vinj , ωB/k); L is the wave damping
rate (see [6] for the details); u± = Vs−w∓ cA is the wave
speed relative to the shock front.
We employ the model results [8] for the corona gas density
radial distribution ρ(r). Gas speed w is determined from
the continuity mass flux condition

w(r) = w0[Ng(r)]/Ng0](r/r0)
2,

where Ng = ρ/m is the gas number density, Ng0 =
Ng(r0) = 108 cm−3, w0 = w(r0) = 1 km/s.
Magnetic field strength is described by simple formula

B = B0(R�/r)
2

with B0 = 2.3 G.
We also take into account the acceleration of α-particles
assuming that the solar corona plasma contains 10% of α-
particles relative to protons.
Alfvén wave, solar wind and shock speeds are presented in
Fig.1 as a function of heliocentric distance. It is assumed
that the shock speed has a constant value at Rs < 5R� and
it progressively decreases at Rs > 5R�. As an example
the shock speed Vs(Rs), corresponding to its initial value
Vs = 1500 km/s is shown in Fig.1.

3 Acceleration efficiency

Acceleration efficiency of high energy protons at differen-
t phases of shock evolution is determined by the values
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of three parameters. This is a direct consequence the ex-
pression for distribution function of ions accelerated at any
given evolutionary epoch, which can be represented in the
form

f(p, t) =
qηNg

4πp3
inj

(
p

pinj

)−q

exp

(
− p

pm

)
,

where power law index is determined by the expression

q = 3σef/(σef − 1),

σef = u′1/u2 = σ(1− 1/MA),

is the effective shock compression ratio, u′1 = u1 − cc,
MA = Vs/cA is the Alfvénic Mach number. The speed
of scattering centers is the properly weighted Alfvén wave
speed cA:

cc = cA(E
+
w − E−w )/Ew .

Cutoff momentum of accelerated protons represents the
first parameter, which determines the efficiency of high en-
ergy particle acceleration. Its value is determined by the
relation [7]

g(pm) ≈ 0.1,

where g(p) = RsVs/κ(p) is modulation parameter. For
the adopted magnetic field profile B(r) and background
Alfvén wave spectrum the cutoff momentum of accelerated
protons

pm ∝ (Vs − w − cA)
1

2−β R
− δ−1−2(β+1)

2−β
s

progressively decreases with time due to increase of the
shock size Rs and decrease of shock speed Vs. Since the
accelerated ions can significantly amplify the level of tur-
bulence near the shock front the actual value of the cutoff
momentum pm can be significantly higher compared with
the above estimate. However as it will be shown below due
to relatively steep spectrum of accelerated protons the ef-
fect of selfexcited waves on the value of cutoff momentum
is very small. Thus the most efficient energetic particles
production takes place during the initial relatively short pe-
riod of shock propagation. Then after being accelerated
the most energetic particles with momenta p ∼ pm(t) es-
cape from the shock vicinity and propagate in the outer in-
terplanetary space without any significant influence of the
shock. At larger distances r ≈ 1 AU the typical cutof-
f energy is εm = p2

m/(2m) ∼ 1 MeV. Therefore at large
distances r � 5R� the observed SEP intensity-time pro-
file usually contains two peaks. The first peak (or plateau)
corresponds to the arrival of the main part of particles ac-
celerated during the shock propagation in the corona and
the second peak, which coincides with the shock front, con-
sists of particles injected and accelerated by the shock just
near the observer. Usually the maximal energy of the sec-
ond particle population is essentially lower than of the first
one.
Power law index q is the second parameter which deter-
mines the efficiency of high energy protons production.

Figure 2: Overall accelerated proton spectra produced
within the region r < 5R� as a function of kinetic ener-
gy for three values of the shock speed. Thick and thin lines
correspond to the quasilinear and linear approach respec-
tively.

Due to the local peak of the Alfvén speed cA(r) at r ≈
5R� which provides the corresponding peak of q(Rs) one
can conclude that the region r < 5R� is the most prefer-
ential for the production of high energy ions.
The overall accelerated particle spectrum

N(ε, t) =
4πp2

v

∫
f(r, p, t)dV,

is the important characteristic of acceleration process. Here
ε is kinetic particle energy and integration in this expres-
sion is performed over the whole volume occupied by ac-
celerated particles. The contribution of different shock evo-
lutionary epoch Rs(t) into the overall spectrum can be de-
scribed by the parameter

A = (Vs − w)q−3R3
sNg(Rs).

At Vs = 1500 km/s the variation of this parameter A(Rs)
during the shock evolution is characterized by its values
(in arbitrary units): A = 1 at Rs ≈ R�, A ∼ 10−3 at
Rs = (5 − 50)R� and A ∼ 10−6 at Rs = 200R�. It
is clear that the region Rs < 5R� is potentially the most
favorable for the transformation of the shock energy into
the energy of accelerated ions.
Thus the performed analysis clearly demonstrates that rel-
atively large number of high energy ions (ε > 10 MeV)
can only be produced by the expanding CME driven shock
within the region Rs < 5R�. Therefore we restrict our nu-
merical study by consideration of this region Rs < 5R�.

4 Results and discussion

We present in Fig.2 and 3 the results of consistent numeri-
cal solution of particle and wave transport equations within
the region Rs < 5R� where the most efficient SEP pro-
duction is expected.
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Figure 3: The spectra of Alfvén waves corresponding to
the shock speed Vs = 1500 km/s at two different evolu-
tionary epochs Rs = 1.2R� and Rs = 4.7R�. Solid and
dashed lines represent selfconsistent and background spec-
tra respectively.

Fig.2 represents overall accelerated proton spectra pro-
duced within the region r < 5R� for three values of
the shock speed. One can see that at the shock speed
Vs = 1500 km/s the overall proton spectrum extends up
to the maximal energy εmax ≈ 1 GeV. The value of εmax

is determined by the background wave spectrum and it is
almost not affected by the waves excited by the accelerated
protons.
Fig.3 represents the spectra of Alfvén waves correspond-
ing to the shock speed Vs = 1500 km/s at two different
evolutionary epochs. It is seen that accelerated particles in-
tensively generate Alfvén waves: during early evolutionary
epoch consistent wave spectra at ν = 10− 103 Hz exceeds
the background spectrum by a factor of 100. However at
Rs > 3R� due to increase of the Alfvén speed the effec-
tive shock compression ratio becomes very small σef ≈ 2.
Such a shock provides very steep spectrum of accelerat-
ed particles with q ≈ 7 which contains relatively small
number of particles with energies ε > 100 MeV that pro-
duce insignificant increase of wave energy at frequencies
ν < 1 Hz, which determines the diffusion of high energy
particles. As a result selfexcited waves do not influence the
maximal energy of accelerated particles (see Fig.2).
Comparison of the protons and α-particles energy spectra
at the Earth’s orbit at the 1989 September 29 SEP event
with the predicted spectra are presented in Fig.4. For the
description of SEP propagation to the Earth’s orbit after
their production in the solar corona see [5]. One can see
that calculated SEP spectrum in satisfactory way agrees
with the experiment. Thus our consideration of ion accel-
eration by CMEs driven shocks demonstrates that the most
efficient SEP production takes place in solar corona with-
in the range of heliocentric distances r < 5R�. Despite
very efficient excitation of Alfvén waves by the accelerat-
ed protons selfexcited waves do not affect the acceleration
process. Performed calculations show that the shock gener-
ated particle spectra have the spectral form and energy con-
tent consistent with observational properties of SEP events.

Figure 4: Protons (a) and α-particles (b) energy spectrum
at the Earth’s orbit at the 1989 September 29 SEP even-
t. Calculated spectrum corresponding to Vs = 2500 km/s
is shown together with the satellite (IMP 8 , GOES 6 and
GOES 7) and neutron monitor (NM) data [12](shaded re-
gion). Solid and dashed lines correspond to quasilinear and
linear approaches respectively.

Calculations revealed a strong dependence of MeV particle
intensity and their cutoff energy upon the shock speed, that
is at least in qualitative agreement with the experiments.
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